From 1671 until 1833 Jews of Moenchsdeggingen shared the Jewish cemetery in Harburg with the Jewish communities of Harburg and Ederheim. Between 1833 and 1881 they finally had their own burial site in Moenchsdeggingen. Around 1875 most Jews had left Moenchsdeggingen for the bigger cities, quite a few of them heading for Noerdlingen. During the 1870s the Jewish cemetery of Moenchsdeggingen was also used by the Noerdlingen Jewish Community until their own burial ground was established in 1878. The last interment in Moenchsdeggingen took place in 1881.

The allocation of male and female graves is remarkable. Row 1 (graves 001-024) is strictly female, and so is row 5 (graves 106-122), row 3 is mixed (graves 051-054 male - graves 055-076 female), rows 2 + 4 + 6 are strictly male (graves 025-050 + 077-105 + 126-130), only with grave 041 as female exception. The children's graves (134-150) are set aside and are not part of the original setting of the grave structure. Finally, graves 131-133 are strangely enough part of the children's section, and it's not sure if these were the original sites of these graves.

This gravelist is based on Martina Illian-Woerle's intensive research on the Hebrew inscriptions of this cemetery's grave monuments. Furthermore a gravelist compiled by Henry Hoechstadter during the 1880s gave valuable genealogical details. Other sources (to mention only a few) were the 19th century Jewish vital records of Moenchsdeggingen and taxlists of the 18th and 19th century. But too many of the available vital records are of poor legibility, and parts of them even don't exist at all, because the originals (taken away by the Nazis) disappeared after microfilm copies were made, and only these microfilms survived World War II, but they are not complete at all.

As some of the grave inscriptions have become illegible over many decades and the vital records have proved incomplete, it was very difficult in some cases to identify the deceased. Besides that most of the deceased added Christianized names to their originally given traditional names. The gravelist displays these every day names, which are not always identical with the traditional names on the front side (= heading east) of the grave monuments, but which were commonly used by these people and their families.

Regarding legibility of grave inscriptions it's important to mention that Martina Illian-Woerle in 1983 still was able to read complete Hebrew inscriptions on sandstone gravemonuments, which 14 years later (when the cleaning process + foto documentation took place) had turned partially or even completely illegible due to weathering. The condition of the limestone gravemonuments is generally far better, as they proved to be more resistant to wind, heat and frost.

Combing various sources allowed identification of the deceased even in cases where headstones don't exist anymore.

In 1997 all gravestones were cleaned thoroughly and carefully with official permission. This project was initiated, organized and payed by Harburg Project, followed by a complete colour foto documentation with high quality legibility of the grave inscriptions. This foto documentation has so far never been published and still is outstanding and unique for the Swabish part of Bavaria, displaying the original simple beauty of these grave monuments, which in the meantime again have lost their legibility due to weathering.

The compilation of family history aspects was done very carefully, but errors are unfortunately inevitable, as poor legibility of sources often enough leads to mere speculation.

In case of detailed interest in the structure of the families mentioned in this gravelist, contact HarburgProject@aol.com

for family name index see end of grave list
001 BELA ENGELMEIER (ca 1755 - 14 Aug 1833)
dau of Jehuda Seew, wif of Abraham Josef Engelmeier (ca 1757 - 1856) grave 048
Bela in 1792 had first married widower Laemle Salomon Waitzfelder who died on 15 Oct 1798 -
Madel Waitzfelder (1794-27 Mar 1860) was a daughter out of this marriage (see grave 070)

002 RIKEL KRISCHER (ca 1781 – 24 Jul 1833)
first internment in Moenchsdeggingen
daughter of Salomon Nathan Heumann + first wife Hendel in Moenchsdeggingen,
widow of Samuel Krischer in Huerben
her father = grave 026
her brother Simon Hirsch Heumann = grave 087

003 BELA KUTZ (ca 1772 – 6 Aug 1835)
unmarried dau of Moses Alexander + Sara Kutz

004 MARIAM HAUSER (ca 1759 – 15 May 1836)
daughter of Haium Marx, wif of Jakob Hirsh Hauser (1756 - 17 Jun 1830) in Moenchsdeggingen

005 FEIL THANNHAUSER (ca 1748 - 20 Mar 1837)
daughter of Elchanan, wif of Samson Jakob Thannhauser who died 28 Apr 1795

006 GITEL NEUBURGER (ca 1758 – 2 Apr 1837)
née Hoechstaedter, wif of Moses Meyer Neuburger (1755 - 18 Apr 1811)
Gitel probably was a daughter of Baruch Jacob Levi + Meyle (family name "Hoechstaedter" since 1813)

007 JUETLE STEINHARTER (5 Dec 1824 – 30 Sep 1837)
daughter of Mendel David + Sorle Steinharther

008 JUETEL KUTZ (ca 1770 - 6 Sep 1840)
daughter of David, wif of Alexander Marx Kutz - called "Sender" (ca 1767 - 21 Apr 1830)

009 MARGUM DAMPF (ca 1748 - 18 Dec 1840)
daughter of Loew, wif of Meier Levi Dampf (ca 1758 - 8 Aug 1810) in Moenchsdeggingen
mother of Samuel Dampf (grave 077)

010 HANNA SCHMAL (died 20 Apr 1841) gravestone missing
wif or widow ? of Sender Schmal (grave 039 ?) mother ? of Loeb Schmal (grave 080)

011 FROMET CHAJE NEUBURGER (ca 1766 - 1 Nov 1842)
daughter of Nathan, wif of Isac Moses Neuburger (1763 - 1846) grave 036

012 JUETEL MURR (ca 1769 – 19 Jan 1843)
daughter of Jacob, wifow of Gabriel Lazarus Murr (1770 - 27 Feb 1816)

013 HANNA STEINHARTER (ca 1780 – 29 Jan 1843) gravestone missing
wif of Baruch David Steinharther (1780 - 1857) grave 049

014 JUETEL DEGGINGER (ca 1776 – 29 Jun 1844)
daughter of Jitzchak, she was not married

015 KEHLA HEUMANN (ca 1769 – 23 Jan 1845)
daughter of Moses, second wif of Salomon Nathan Heumann (1755 - 1834) grave 026

016 MADELE KUTZ (ca 1776 – 17 Mar 1845)
wif of Maier Marx Kutz (ca 1773 - 1 Feb 1856) grave 047
017 **TOLZ NEUBURGER**  (ca 1800 – 5 Nov 1845)  
doughter of Jehuda, first wife of Jakob Hirsch Neuburger (1792 - 1867)  grave 094

018 **BLUEMLE GOEGGEL**  (ca 1784 – 29 May 1846)  
doughter of Chaim Luchs of Binswangen, second wife of Abraham Noa Goeggel (grave 046)

019 **TELZELE HOLZMANN**  (7 Aug 1834 - 17 Jun 1846 ?)  no entry in death records  
doughter of Joseph + Rikel Holzmann

020 **JETTE HOECHSTAEDTER**  (30 Mar 1824 – 3 Aug 1847)  no Hebrew inscription  
main side (heading east) of gravestone only shows her everyday name "Rosalie Hoechstaedter"  
doughter of David + Babette Noerdlinger in Pflaumloch  
wife of iron dealer Baruch Loeb Hoechstaedter (born 24 Feb 1818) in Moenchsdeggingen  
couple got only married in 1842, no second marriage known of Baruch Loeb Hoechstaedter in Moenchsdeggingen

021 **ELKA NEUBURGER**  (ca 1805 – 9 Dec 1847)  gravestone missing  
ummarried servant in Moenchsdeggingen, daughter of Meier Moses Neuburger (grave 030) + wife Jendel

022 **GIDEL GOEGGEL**  (17 Sep 1821 - 31 Jan 1852)  
reverse side of gravestone shows her everyday name "Klara"  
doughter of Moses Aron Rothschild in Buttenwiesen, first wife of furrier Salomon Goeggel  
who in 1852 married Gidel's sister Sara (see grave 072)

023 **HANNA KUTZ**  (born Chana)  (ca 1770 – 5 May 1854)  
doughter of Hirsch Emanuel + Reiz Weiler in Ederheim  
wife of butcher Alexander Sandel (= Sender) Kutz (1775 - 1840)  grave 032  in Moenchsdeggingen  
Hanna was a sister of Samson Hirsch Weilheimer (grave 079)

024 **SORLE STEINHARTER**  (ca 1777 – 15 Feb 1855)  
wife of furrier Mendel Steinharter (1776 - 1858)  grave 050  
mother of Juetele Steinharder (1824 - 1837)  grave 007

**ROW 2**  (male - with one exception)

025 **SELIGMANN LEVI ROGGER**  (ca 1762 – 4 Nov 1835)  
peddler in Moenchsdeggingen, son of Moses Levi + Boehnle  
husband of Bluemle (ca 1766 – 27 Jan 1827)  
father of Moses Rogger (1803 - 1866)  grave 091

026 **SALOMON NATHAN HEUMANN**  (ca 1755 - 1834)  
no exact date given in death record  
he was born in Aufhausen as "Schlome Nathan" and married in June 1781 in Moenchsdeggingen  
his first wife Hendel (daughter of deceased David Steinharter in Moenchsdeggingen) she died ca 1803  
couple had three sons + a daughter Rikel Krischer (1781 - 1833)  grave 002  
his second wife Kehla (1769 - 1845)  grave 015  
his son Simon Hirsch Heumann (1794 - 1863)  grave 087

027 **JAKOB SONTHEIMER**  (ca 1772 – 15 Jul 1836)  
grave inscription illegible  
ummarried son of Isak Marx Sontheimer (died 1786) + wife Baier (1736 - 1832) in Moenchsdeggingen

028 **JACOB BARUCH HOECHSTAEDTER**  (ca 1760 – 31 Aug 1836)  
soap cook in Moenchsdeggingen, son of Baruch Jacob Levi + Meyle  
husband of Pessele (1766 - 1842)  grave 055

029 **SELIGMANN KRONHEIMER**  (ca 1761 – 5 May 1837)
son of Moshe Arie, husband of Malka (ca 1765 – 23 Oct 1827)
grave inscription reads his traditional given name as "Pinchas"

030 MEIER MOSES NEUBURGER (ca 1768 – 25 Jul 1840)
peddler in Moenchsdeggingen, son of Moses Seligmann + wife Zierle
husband of Jendel (ca 1767 – 29 Jun 1814)
father of Elka Neuburger (1805 - 1847) grave 021

031 SAMUEL TAG (ca 1773 – 1 Sep 1840)
son of David, dealt with feathers, leather + wool in Moenchsdeggingen
husband of Rigel nee Waitzfelder (ca 1780 – 10 Jun 1831)

032 ALEXANDER SANDEL KUTZ (ca 1775 – 27 Dec 1840)
called "Sender", butcher in Moenchsdeggingen, son of Sandel Alexander + second wife Grindel
husband of Hanna nee Weiler (1770 - 1854) grave 023

033 SALOMON LOEW WAITZFELDER (ca 1768 - 15 May 1842)
leather dealer in Moenchsdeggingen, son of Hoenle Salomon + Voegele Waitzfelder,
husband of Hinle (ca 1775 – 21 Aug 1824)
son Ezekiel became a cotton merchant in Milledgeville, Georgia USA
and founded Milledgeville Manufacturing Company
together with his cousin Michael Waitzfelder (see grave 068)

034 ALEXANDER SAMUEL NEU (ca 1786 - 3 Mar 1845)
broker in Moenchsdeggingen since 1806, son of Samuel in Harburg?
husband of Gietel nee Hoechstaedter (ca 1785 – 21 Sep 1861) grave 075

035 SAMUEL HOLZMANN (28 Oct 1805 – 11 Jun 1846)
leather dealer in Moenchsdeggingen, son of Jakob Israel Holzmann (grave 040) + first wife Telz
husband of Voegel nee Waitzfelder

036 ISAK MOSES NEUBURGER (ca 1763 – 31 Oct 1846)
peddler in Moenchsdeggingen, son of Moses Seligmann + wife Zierle
husband of Fromet Chaje (1766 - 1842) grave 011

037 ISAK LEVI HOECHSTAEDETER (12 Apr 1789 - 16 Feb 1848)
only German grave inscription available = "Sekel Levi Hoechstaeedter gest. 1848
teacher in Moenchsdeggingen, son of Mendel Baruch Levi + Pes Hoechstaeedter in Kleinerdlingen
husband of Esther nee Murr (1791 - 1857) grave 064
Isak Levi's father Mendel Baruch Levi was born in Moenchsdeggingen ca 1754 as son of Baruch Jakob Levi
and got married in Kleinerdlingen around 1786, where he died in 1818

038 NATHAN LÖB GRAS (24 Apr 1777 - 13 Mar 1848)
furrier in Moenchsdeggingen, son of Jeruchem + Mariam Gras
husband of (1) Madele nee Hauser (1791 - 1818) + (2) Jitel from Pfalumloch (1800 - 1865) grave 110

039 ALEXANDER SCHMAL (called Sender) (ca 1787 -1 Apr 1849)
son of Meier Abraham + Sara Schmal, merchant in Moenchsdeggingen
husband ? of Hanna Schmal (grave 010) + father ? of Loeb Schmal (grave 080)
death record notes Alexander Schmal as "not married" !!!

040 JAKOB ISRAEL HOLZMANN (17 Jul 1768 -26 Aug 1849)
peddler in Moenchsdeggingen, son of Israel Nathan + Haia Holzmann
husband (1) of Telz (1767 - 1815) + husband (2) of Bele nee Ichenhauser (1791 - 1865) grave 113
father of Samuel Holzmann (1805 - 1846) grave 035

041 BELA WASSERMANN (called Babette) (12 Dec 1809 - 4 Mar 1848) gravestone missing
daughter of Juda + Gala Gumperz in Kriegshaber
first wife of master tailor Isac Wassermann in Moenchsdeggingen
born 1813 as illegitimate son of Breindel Drach (also called Wassermann) see grave 123
as a widower Isak Wassermann got married in 1849 to Jette Ofner from Buttenwiesen
and later moved away from Moenchsdeggening

042 PINCHAS GOEGGEL  (23 Aug 1822 -31 Mar 1851)
unmarried tanner in Moenchsdeggening, son of Abraham Noa + Bluemle Goeggel (graves 046 + 018)

043 DAVID JOSEPH STEINHARTER  (13 Nov 1778 - 17 May 1852)
essential parts of grave inscription illegible
furrier in Moenchsdeggening, son of Joseph Isaak + Maile Steinharter
husband of Bela  (1772 - 1855)  grave 059

044 BARUCH NEUBURGER  (18 Apr 1792 - 16 Dec 1852)
no grave inscription available
cloth merchant in Moenchsdeggening, son of Moses Mayer Neuburger + wife Guetel nee Hoechstaedter
husband of Feile nee Hoechstaedter (1796 - 1858)  grave 066

045 ABRAHAM NEUBURGER  (20 Mar 1835 - 27 Oct 1853)
unmarried son of tanner Moses Neuburger (grave 128) + wife Lea

046 ABRAHAM NOA GOEGGEL  (5 Dec 1777 - 8 Oct 1854)
cattle broker in Moenchsdeggening, illegitimate son  of Hendel in Moenchsdeggening
husband of Bluemle nee Luchs  (grave 018) - she was his second wife
his first wife Esther (ca 1776 - 1810) was buried at Harburg Jewish cemetery
Abraham Noa is the first known ancestor of the Geggel family in Moenchsdeggening

047 MAIER MARX KUTZ  (ca 1773 – 1 Feb 1856)
no grave inscription available (only "Meier Kutz" on reverse side of gravestone)
cattle dealer in Moenchsdeggening, son of Marx Alexander + wife Kefet
widower of Madele (ca 1776 - 17 Mar 1845)  grave 016

048 ABRAHAM JOSEF ENGELMEIER  (ca 1757 - 1 Oct 1856)
broker in Moenchsdeggening, born in Hainsfarth as son of Josef
husband of Bela  (grave 001)

049 BARUCH DAVID STEINHARTER  (ca 1780 – 12 Mar 1857)
peddler in Moenchsdeggening, son of David Isaak + Guetele Steinharter
husband of Hanna (ca 1780 - 1843)  grave 013
brother of Mendel David Steinharter (1776 - 1858)  grave 050

050 MENDEL DAVID STEINHARTER  (ca 1776 – 15 Nov 1858)
no grave inscription available
furrier in Moenchsdeggening, son of David Isaak + Guetele Steinharter
husband of Sorle Steinharter (1777- 1855)  grave 024
father of Juetle Steinharter (1824 - 1837)  grave 007
brother of Baruch David Steinharter  (grave 049)

ROW 3 (mixed male/female)

051 ISAAC HAUSER  (13 Jan 1787 – 22 Nov 1859)
cloth merchant in Moenchsdeggening, son of Jacob Hirsch Hauser + wife Mariam  (grave 004)
husband of Fanni (Feil) nee Hoechstaedter  (1791 - 1857)  grave 062
Isaac Hauser had a brother Marx Hauser in Kleinerdlingen

052 DAVID NEUBURGER  (05 Jun 1798 – 13 Mar 1859)
only traces of grave inscription available
farmer in Moenchsdeggening, son of Isak + Frumet Neuburger,
husband of Klara (born Gelche)  ca 1810 -29 Jul 1860 (grave 073)

053 NATHAN HOECHSTAEDTER  (15 Mar 1805 - 19 Oct 1848)
no inscription available
son of Jacob Levi + Pessele Hoechstaedter, husband of (1) Sara nee Hoechstaedter (1814 - 1832),
husband of (2) Mariam nee Gunzenhauser (marriage in 1835), their daughter Jette married Levi Waitzfelder in
1861, who established a wholesale business in Noerdlingen and later founded "Levi Waitzfelder Bank" in Munich

054 BARUCH LEVI HOECHSTAEDTER  (22 Jun 1809 - 23 Dec 1839)
only traces of grave inscription available
soap cook in Moenchsdeggingen, son of Jacob Levi + Pessele Hoechstaedter
husband of Pessele nee Blumgart from Harburg (born 17 Apr 1812), who in 1853 emigrated to North America

055 PESSELE HOECHSTAEDTER  (ca 1766 - 17 Apr 1842)
only traces of grave inscription available
widow of soap cook Jacob Baruch Hoechstaedter  (ca 1760 - 1836)  grave 028

056 PESSELE HOECHSTAEDTER  (12 Sep 1842 - 17 Aug 1848)
gravestone missing
unmarried daughter of farmer Nathan Hoechstaedter (grave 053)  + wife Mirjam nee Gunzenhaeuser
in Moenchesdeggingen

057 SCHOENLE KRONHEIMER  (1804 – 28 Feb 1855)
(grave name = Serle Rifka) daughter of Samuel Simon + Pesla Oberdorfer in Steinhart
first wife of day labourer Salomon Kronheimer (ca 1793 - 12 Aug 1869) grave 097

058 RIKE MURR  (24 Apr 1800 – 17 Sep 1846)
daughter of Salomon Loew + Hinle Waitzfelder in Moenchesdeggingen
wife of Lazarus Murr (1791 - 1870, died in Munich)

059 BELA STEINHARTER  (1772 - 20 Mar 1855)
wife of David Joseph Steinharter (1778 - 1852)  grave 043

060 ZIPORA DEGGINGER  (ca 1781 – 15 Oct 1856)
only traces of grave inscription available
unmarried servant in Moenchesdeggingen, daughter of  Jakob Hirsch + Mariam Degginger = Hauser
Jakob Hirsch was the progenitor of the Degginger family in Wankheim near Tübingen + the Hauser family in
Moenchesdeggingen and Kleinerdlingen, both family names being adopted only after 1813

061 JETTE WEILHEIMER  (11 Apr 1842 – 28 Nov 1856)
daughter of Salomon Loeb + Gitel Weilheimer in Moenchesdeggingen

062 FANNI HAUSER  (ca 1791 – 18 Mar 1857)
(grave name = Feil) nee Hoechstaedter, born in Moenchesdeggingen, wife of Isac Hauser (1787 - 1859)  grave 051

063 REICHELE TAG  (24 Aug 1817 – 20 Apr 1857)
also called "Regina", daughter of Hirsch Neumann + wife Chaja nee Gift in Hainsfarth
wife of tanner Laemle Hirsch Tag (1808 - 1860)  grave 078

064 ESTHER HOECHSTAEDTER  (17 Dec 1791 – 25 Apr 1857)
front side of gravestone has only German inscription ="Esther Hoechstaedter gest 1857"
daughter of Jonas Lazarus Levi + Rifka Murr in Moenchesdeggingen
wife of teacher Isac Levi Hoechstaedter (1789 - 1848)  grave 037

065 SPRINZ DAMPF  (17 Nov 1806 – 11 Feb 1858)
daughter of Isac + Frumet Neuburger, first wife of Elias Dampf in Moenchesdeggingen
as a widower Elias Dampf married Sara Hummel in 1858 (born 31 May 1825 in Buttenwiesen)

066 FEILE NEUBURGER  (9 May 1796 - 25 May 1858)
only parts of the grave inscription legible
daughter of Emanuel + Bes Hoechstaeedter in Moenchsdeggingen
wife of Baruch Neuburger (ca 1790 - 16 Dec 1852) grave 044

067 TOLZ HOECHSTAEDEL (ca 1789 – 9 Dec 1858)
dughter of Abraham + Muehle Weil in Aufhausen
second wife of David Hoechstaeedter in Moenchsdeggingen (1789 - 1862) grave 084
came to Moenchsdeggingen as a widow

068 SCHENELE WAITZFELDER (ca 1780 - 31 Jan 1859)
nee Buttenwieser, wife of Isac Hoenele Waitzfelder in Moenchsdeggingen (1770 - 1831)
son Michael Waitzfelder became a cotton merchant in Milledgeville, Georgia USA
and founded Milledgeville Manufacturing Company
together with his cousin Ezekiel Waitzfelder (see grave 033)

069 FANNI KUTZ (ca 1809 – 12 Oct 1859)
(born as "Voegele") daughter of Hirz Cahn + Sprinz Doeblitz in Schopfloch,
married 24 Feb 1852 bookbinder Hirsch Maier Kutz in Moenchsdeggingen (born 7 Nov 1802),
who as a widower in 1860 got married to his second wife
Regine nee Levi (born 8 Apr 1811 in Roth in Franconia)

070 MADEL WAITZFELDER (ca 1794 – 27 Mar 1860)
unmarried daughter of Laemle Salomon Waitzfelder in Moenchsdeggingen
Madel's father Laemle Salomon was a brother of Hoenele Salomon Waitzfelder (1737 - 1817),
when Laemle Salomon died in 1798, his widow Bela married Abraham Joseph Engelmaeier (grave 048),
for Bela Engelmaier (= Madel Waitzfelder's mother) see grave 001

071 BELA WEILHEIMER (ca 1774 – 10 May 1860)
grave inscription was no more legible in 1997
probably daughter of Hirsch Salomon + Gitel in Hainsfarth (family name "Bachmann" since 1813)
wife of cattle dealer + butcher Samson Hirsch Weilheimer (1773-1860) grave 079

072 SARA GOEGGEL (ca 1828 – 17 Jun 1860)
daughter of Aron Rothschild + wife Hanna nee Luchs in Buttenwiesen,
second wife of furrier Salomon Goeggel,
his first wife 1821 - 1852) grave 022 Jidel nee Rothschild was a sister of his second wife
Salomon Goeggel got married a third time in 1860 to Dolza nee Oberdorfer from Moenchsdeggingen
Salomon Goeggel moved to Noerdlingen and died there on 15 Jan 1883, his wife Dolza died on 4 Jan 1899

073 KLARA NEUBURGER (ca 1810 – 29 Jul 1860)
born as "Gelche", wife of David Neuburger (1796 – 1859) grave 052

074 RIFKA KUTZ (20 Dec 1799 – 25 Feb 1861)
daughter of Isac Hirsch + Malka Bronner in Pappenheim
wife of David Kutz (1795 - 1861) grave 081

075 GIETEL NEU (ca 1785 – 21 Sep 1861)
only parts of grave inscription are legible
nee Hoechstaeedter, born in Moenchsdeggingen, wife of Alexander Samuel Neu (1786 - 1845) grave 034

076 HANNA THANHAUSER (20 Mar 1797 – 7 Dec 1862)
daughter of Alexander Marx Kutz + wife Juetel (grave 007) in Moenchsdeggingen
second wife of Baruch Loeb Thannhauser (1781 - 1862) grave 085

ROW 4 (male)

077 SAMUEL DAMPF (20 Aug 1794 – 31 Mar 1860)
son of Mayer Levi Dampf + wife Maria (grave 009) in Moenchsdeggingen
husband of Madele nee Hauser from Kleinerdlingen

078 LAEMLE HIRSCH TAG  (07 Oct 1809 - 16 Apr 1860)
(born Ascher Zwi) tanner in Moenchsdeggingen, son of Samuel David Tag (grave 031) + wife Rigel
husband of Regina nee Neumann (1817 - 1857)  grave 063

079 SAMSON HIRSCH WEILHEIMER  (ca 1773 - 8 Jun 1860)
grave inscription illegible
son of Hirsch Emanuel + Reiz Weiler in Ederheim, since ca 1812 cattle dealer + butcher in Moenchsdeggingen
husband of Bela nee Bachmann (1774 - 1860)  grave 071
brother of Hanna Kutz (1770 - 1854)  grave 023
Around 1813 Jews in Bavaria were ordered to adopt family names - Samson Hirsch first chose “Weiler”
but later switched to “Weilheimer” - brother Jakob Hirsch in Ederheim kept “Weiler” as family name

080 LOEB SCHMAL  (ca 1809 - 13 Sep 1860)
broken gravestone, grave inscription illegible
unmarried servant, potential parents ? = Sender + Hanna Schmal (graves 039 + 010) ?

081 DAVID KUTZ  (ca 1795 – 4 Feb 1861)
son of Alexander Marx + Judith Kutz, husband of Rifka nee Bronner 1799 - 1861)  grave 074

082 HIRZ STERNBEGER  (3 Oct 1783 - 16 Aug 1861)
born as “Naphtali Herz”, long time hazzan in Moenchsdeggingen, son of Loeb Moses + wife Brentele
he was married twice - first wife Zipora (1785 - 1820) + second wife Jitel (1800 - 1882) were both buried
at the Jewish cemetery of Harburg - both wives were daughters of Moses + Gitel Neuburger

083 JAKOB HIRSCH HOECHSTAEDTER  (13 Jan 1777 - 8 May 1862)
negotiator in Moenchsdeggingen, son of Simon Baruch Levi + Malka Hoechstaedter
husband of (1) Ranle nee Oberdorfer (1783 - 1821)
husband of (2) Hanna nee Neuburger (1773 - 1825)
husband of (3) Jitel (1776 - 1854)
son Eduard Hoechstaedter settled around 1860 in Noerdlingen as a leather dealer,
after the expulsion of Jews in 1507 he was the first whose permanent settlement was permitted again

084 DAVID HOECHSTAEDTER  (13 Sep 1789 - 15 May 1862)
cattle dealer in Moenchsdeggingen, son of Simon Levi + Malka Hoechstaedter
husband of (1) Zipora nee Binswanger (ca 1794 - 18 Apr 1832)
husband of (2) Telz nee Weil, a widow from Aufhausen (1791 - 1858)  grave 067

085 BARUCH LOEB THANNHAUSER  (ca 1781 - 8 Nov 1862)
bag carrier in Moenchsdeggingen, son of Samson Jacob + Feile Thannhauser
husband of (1) Sorla nee Kutz (1780 - 1818) and (2) Hanna nee Kutz (1797 - 1862)  grave 076
daughter Mina Thannhauser married Jonas Thannhauser in Huerben,
their son Heinrich Thannhauser started his famous art gallery business in Munich,
which was continued by his son Justin Thannhauser,
who donated an essential part of his modern art collection to the Guggenheim Museum in New York

086 BERNHARD HOECHSTAEDTER  (29 Apr 1786 - 9 Dec 1862)
iron dealer in Moenchsdeggingen, son of Simon Levi + Malke Hoechstaedter
husband of Lea nee Maier from Moenksroth (1790 - 1867)  grave 117

087 SIMON HIRSCH HEUMANN  (ca 1794 - 5 Apr 1863)
unmarried son of Salomon Nathan Heumann (grave 026) + first wife Hendel nee Steinharter
Simon Hirsch's sister = Rikel Krischer (grave 002)

088 ABRAHAM STEINHARTER  (ca 1787 – 14 Jun 1863)
essential parts of grave inscription illegible
unmarried son of either Isaak Mendel or David Isaak or Joseph Isaak ?
089 SIMON HOECHSTAEDTER (26 Oct 1841 – 31 Jan 1865)
essential parts of grave inscription illegible
unmarried son of Moritz Hoechstaedter + wife Karoline nee Gutmann

090 SALOMON ISAAC WAITZFELDER (26 Mar 1802 - 25 Dec 1865)
inscription completely illegible
farmer in Moenchsdeggingen, son of Isaac + Schenle Waitzfelder
husband of Malke nee Steinharter (1807/08 - 1876 ?) grave 121

091 MOSES ROGGER (4 Feb 1803 - 7 May 1866)
front side of gravestone only has a German inscription = "Hier ruht Moses Rogger gest 1865"
day labourer in Moenchsdeggingen, son of Seligmann Levi Rogger (grave 025) + wife Bluemle
husband of Guetel nee Steinharter (2 Jul 1809 - after 1866) from Moenchsdeggingen

092 JAKOB BAER OBERDORFER (25 Oct 1805 - 9 Aug 1866)
Hebrew inscription reads as "Jakob Dow Oberdorfer", farmer in Moenchsdeggingen
son of Elias Oberdorfer + wife Gules nee Hoechstaedter (graves 093 + 107)
husband of Besle nee Oberdorfer from Hainsfarth (died 01 Nov 1881, buried in Oberdorf)

093 ELIAS HIRSCH OBERDORFER (ca 1776 - 22 Dec 1866)
cattle dealer in Moenchsdeggingen,
son of Hirsch Marx Oberdorfer (1748 - 1827) + wife Treinle (1759 - 1837) in Hainsfarth
husband of Gules nee Hoechstaedter (1780 - 1863) grave 107

094 JAKOB HIRSCH NEUBURGER (9 Aug 1792 - 22 Mar 1867)
farmer in Moenchsdeggingen, son of Isaak Moses + Fromet Haia Neuburger
husband of first wife Tolz (1800 - 1845) grave 017 + second wife Jette nee Kapfer (1801 - 1879) grave 124

095 SALOMON LOEB TAG (11 Feb 1817 - 27 Jan 1869)
unmarried son of Samuel David Tag (grave 031) + wife Rigel

096 SELIGMANN ROSENBAUM (ca 1786 - 1 Mar 1869)
trader of colonial goods in Moenchsdeggingen, son of Jacob Isaac + wife Tolz in Pappenheim
husband of Kehle/Karoline nee Steinharter from Moenchsdeggingen
his granddaughter Therese (born 4 Nov 1856) was the "flag bride" in 1874 for the "Kriegerverein"
(= association of war veterans)

097 SALOMON KRONHEIMER (ca 1793 - 12 Aug 1869)
merchant in Moenchsdeggingen, son of Seligmann + Malka Kronheimer,
husband of first wife Schoenle nee Oberdorfer (1804 - 1855 (grave 057)
in 1861 he married his second wife = widow Riele Levi (born 1807) = daughter of Selga Hirsch + Mirjam Bock

098 SIMON HOECHSTAEDTER (19 Sep 1849 - 14 Jul 1870)
he lived in Moenchsdeggingen and committed suicide
grave inscription = "Schimon Gedalia", unmarried son of Bernhard Hoechstaedter + wife Fanni nee Marx

099 MARX KUTZ SENIOR (called Gumper) (06 Oct 1799 - 24 Sep 1870)
grave inscription = "Jitzchak Mordechai", farmer in Moenchsdeggingen, son of Alexander Marx + Judith Kutz
husband of Bela nee Epstein (1803 - 1881) grave 125

100 NEHM KUTZ (ca 1800 - 26 Nov 1870)
merchant in Moenchsdeggingen, son of Alexander Sandel Kutz + wife Hanna (graves 032 + 023)
husband of Karoline (1805 - 1873) grave 120 - "Nehm" was slang for "Menachem"

101 MARX HOECHSTAEDTER (16 Sep 1812 - 4 Dec 1870)
formerly weaver in Moenchsdeggingen, son of Jakob Hirsch Hoechstaedter + first wife Ranle nee Oberdorfer
husband of Kindel nee Freundlich (12 Sep 1816 Wittelshofen - 14 Feb 1888 Noerdlingen)

102 ABRAHAM RIES (ca 1790 - 22 Apr 1871)
son of Isak Ries (unknown from where), unmarried soap cook in Moenchsdeggingen, who around 1833 had an affair with Hassan Hirz Sternberger's daughter Bundel (or Brendel), resulting in an illegitimate daughter Rifka/Rebecca (born 24 Sep 1833). Bundel (or Brendel) in 1839 got married to Abraham Michael Kahn in Weikersheim, her daughter Rebecca married Hermann Lisberger in Weikersheim.

grave inscription points out that Abraham Ries had an unhappy life!

103 BERNHARD WAITZFELDER (called Berle) (12 Feb 1809 - 8 Jun 1872)
master cobbler in Moenchsdeggingen, son of Isak Hoenle + Schendel Waitzfelder
husband of Tetz nee Steinharter (1811 - 1898) who died in Munich

104 BARUCH STIEFEL (29 Dec 1795 - 4 Sep 1872)
linen trader in Moenchsdeggingen, son of Isaac Jakob + Schendel Stiefel
husband of Trinele nee Feldmaier (1797 - 1870) grave 118

105 MOSES MENACHEM SCHWEISSHEIMER (14 Jun 1861 - 3 Oct 1873)
son of Elias + Karoline Schweissheimer in Noerdlingen

ROW 5 (female)

106 ROSALIE WAITZFELDER (ca 1805 - 27 Mar 1863)
dughter of Loeb + Besle Ellinger in Pflaumloch
wife of leather dealer Isak Waitzfelder in Moenchsdeggingen (1802 - 1876) grave 126

107 GULES OBERDORFER (ca 1780 - 12 Sep 1863)
dughter of Simon Baruch Levi + Malke Hoechstaedter in Moenchsdeggingen
wife of Elias Oberdorfer (ca 1776 - 1866) grave 093

108 MATHILDE KUTZ (born Madele) (15 Apr 1847 - 3 Oct 1864)
dughter of Marx Kutz junior + wife Mina nee Hausmann
her nephew Dr Kutz lived at Staufer Strasse 48 in Frankfurt/Main during the 1880s

109 RIKELE GOEGGEL (5 Mar 1847 - 1 Nov 1864) grave inscription illegible
unmarried daughter of Samuel Loeb + Bundel Goeggel

110 JITEL GRAS (12 Dec 1800 - 29 Mar 1865)
second wife of furrier Nathan Loeb Gras (1777 - 1848) in Moenchsdeggingen (grave 038)
Jitel was born in Pflaumloch as daughter of Moses + Sila

111 BUNDEL GEGGEL (10 Apr 1805 - 08 Apr 1865)
dughter of Samuel + Rigel Tag in Moenchsdeggingen
wife of master roper Samuel Loeb Goeggel in Moenchsdeggingen (1806 - 05 Feb 1879) who died in Noerdlingen

112 CAROLINE BRADER (born Gala) (15 May 1824 - 12 Jun 1865)
dughter of Kallmann Loew + Malka Gutmann in Sugenhheim (Franconia)
first wife of teacher Bernhard Brader in Moenchsdeggingen (1818 - 1898) who died in Noerdlingen

113 BELA HOLZMANN (ca 1791 - 24 Jun 1865)
nee Ichenhauser, second wife of Jacob Holzmann (ca 1769 - 26 Aug 1849) grave 040
his first wife was Telz (ca 1767 - 27 Jan 1815)

114 JULIE WEINMANN (born Jitle) (ca 1831 - 17 Jan 1866)
unmarried daughter of Meier + Schoenle Weinmann in Treuchtlingen, died in Noerdlingen house 153
Julie's sister Gelche had married Salomon Kutz from Moenchsdeggingen in 1840 (lived in Noerdlingen by 1866)
Julie may have been a sister of Isaak Weinmann (grave 133)?

Julie Weinmann's obit mentions relatives in Noerdlingen, Buchau und Treuchtlingen
115 **GITEL HOECHSTAEDTER** (ca 1809 - 16 Feb 1866)
dughter of Bernhard + Lea Hoechstaedter, wife of farmer Baruch Hoechstaedter (born 22 Jun 1809)

116 **GULES TAG** (ca 1804 - 28 Apr 1866)
unmarried seamstress, daughter of Samuel David Tag (grave 031 + wife Rigel)

117 **LEA HOECHSTAEDTER** (ca 1791 - 11 Apr 1867)
née Maier from Moenchsroth, wife of iron dealer Bernhard Hoechstaedter (1786 - 1862) grave 086
mother of Baruch Loeb Hoechstaedter

118 **TREINLE STIEFEL** (2 Jan 1798 - 4 Nov 1870)
daughter of Moses + Jueltel Feldmaier in Wallerstein
wife of Baruch Stiefel (1795 - 1872) grave 104

119 **FANNI ROSENFELDER** (born Voegele) (4 Sep 1848 - 7 Apr 1873)
daughter of Leopold Gutmann + wife Rikka née Ettenheimer in Hainsfarth
wife of Moses Rosenfelder in Noerdingen (1844 - 1911), mother of Ludwig Rosenfelder (1873 - 1950)
(who emigrated from Noerdingen to London/England in 1939 and died there on 21 Nov 1950)
Ludwig's daughter Hedwig (born 4 Aug 1907 in Noerdingen, married NN Rowan in London)
visited Fanni's grave on 29 Jul 1953

120 **KAROLINE KUTZ** (born Gitele Chaie) (ca 1805 - 30 Jul 1873)
wife of Nehm Kutz (1800 - 1870) grave 100

121 **MALKE WAITZFELDER** (ca 1807/08 - 4 Feb 1876 ?) place of death unknown
either daughter of Baruch David + Hana Steinharter in Moenchsdeggingen (graves 049 + 013)
or daughter of Mendel David + Sorle Steinharter (graves 050 + 024)
wife of Salomon Isak Waitzfelder (1802 - 1865) grave 090

122 **ADELHEID GOEGGEL** (ca 1837 - 17 Feb 1876) she died in Noerdingen
daughter of Hirsch + Fanny Schoenwalder in Berolzheim (Franconia)
first wife of Aron Goeggel (07 Mar 1842 - 16 Jun 1888) who died in Noerdingen
married 2nd to Leopold Gutmann + wife Rikka née Ettenheimer in Hainsfarth
she was born in Buttenwiesen as daughter of teacher Hinle Kapfer + wife Voegele née Hummel

123 **BREINDEL DRACH** (called WASSERMANN) (ca 1780 - 6 Dec 1876) gravestone missing
daughter of Loew Meyer Drach (who died on 14 Jul 1797) + wife Gela (ca 1742 - 23 Dec 1825)
she probably got no grave monument
tailor Isak Wasserman in Moenchsdeggingen (born 5 Jan 1813) probably was her illegitimate son
(see also grave 041)

124 **JETTE NEUBURGER** (2 Aug 1801- 30 Jan 1879) she died in Noerdingen - gravestone missing
second wife of Jacob Hirsch Neuburger (1792 - 1867) grave 094 - bought grave site behind her husband
she was born in Buttenwiesen as daughter of teacher Hinle Kapfer + wife Voegele née Hummel

125 **BELA KUTZ** (3 Oct 1803 - 24 Nov 1881)
daughter of Samuel Wolf + Kehla Epstein in Kleinerdingen,
widow of Alexander Marx Kutz - called Gumper (1796 - 1870) grave 099
last interment in Moenchsdeggingen

**ROW 6 (male)**

126 **ISAAK WAITZFELDER** (14 Apr 1802 - 13 Sep 1874)
leather dealer in Moenchsdeggingen, later Noerdingen, where he died
son of Salomon Löw + Hinle Waitzfelder
husband of Rosalie née Ellinger from Pflaumloch (1805 - 1863) grave 106

127 **BERNHARD THANNAUSER** (called Berle) (ca 1794 - 23 Dec 1874)
unmarried merchant in Moenchsdeggingen, son of Samson Jacob + Feil Thannhauser

128 MOSES NEUBURGER  (28 Mar 1795 - 9 Jun 1875)
tanner in Moenchsdeggingen, son of Meyer Moses + Jendel Neuburger
husband of Lea (1799 - 2 Apr 1883)  she died in Hainsfarth
father of Abraham Neuburger (1835 - 1853)  grave 045

129 MOSES SONN  (ca 1788 - 28 Nov 1875)
he had formerly lived in Schweinschaupten, where his wife Saele had died in 1848
he later moved to Moenchsdeggingen, where his son Nathan Sonn married Sara Sternberger
daughter of hazzan Hirz Sternberger. Nathan then followed his father-in-law as hazzan of Moenchsdeggingen

130 JOSEPH HOLZMANN  (24 Jan 1801 - 2 Jan 1879)
dairy dealer in Moenchsdeggingen, son of Jakob Israel Holzmann (grave 040) + first wife Telz
husband of Rikel nee Waitzfelder from Moenchsdeggingen (Rikel died after 1879 elsewhere)
Joseph Holzmann was father-in-law of Simon Heinsfurter in Binswangen

GRAVES SET ASIDE  (in childrens section)

131 JITEL OBERDORFER  (died 9 Oct 1854 unknown where)
no entry in Moenchsdeggingen death records, she must have died elsewhere
wife of Salomon Hirsch Marx Oberdorfer in Hainsfarth (died 20 Oct 1823)
mother of Besle (wife of Jakob Baer Oberdorfer – grave 092) who died in Oberdorf 01 Nov 1881

132 JITEL WAITZFELDER  (ca 1792 - 24 Mar 1856)
unmarried servant in Moenchsdeggingen, daughter of Hoenle Salomon + Voegele Waitzfelder
she drowned herself in a well

133 ISAAK WEINMANN  (ca 1822 - 09 Jul 1872)
a merchant who died in connection with an accident in Noerdlingen
he might have been a brother of Julie Weinmann  (grave 114)  ?

CHILDRENS SECTION

134 ISRAEL HOLZMANN  (2 Sep 1839 - 11 Oct 1846)
son of Joseph + Rikel Holzmann

135 MOSES KUTZ  (18 Jun 1838 - 26 Oct 1841)
son of Marx Kutz junior + wife Mina nee Hausmann

136 SAMUEL HOLZMANN  (24 Jul 1847 - 04 Apr 1851)
son of Joseph + Rikel Holzmann

137 JOSEPH OBERDORFER  10 Dec 1875 - 11 Mar 1876)
died in Noerdlingen, son of David Bernhard + Sophie Oberdorfer in Noerdlingen

138 JONAS MURR  (06 Apr 1839 - 04 Aug 1839)  ?  son of Alexander + Jette Murr  ?
or (14 Jul 1842 - Mai/Nov 1842)  ?  son of Lehmann + Fanny Murr  ?

139 KAULA ASCHER  (23 Jul 1871 - 12 Apr 1875)
died in Noerdlingen, daughter of Isidor + Ernestie Ascher in Noerdlingen

140 ABRAHAM SONN  (ca 1856 - 26 Dec 1858)
son of hazzan Nathan Sonn + wife Sara nee Sternberger in Moenchsdeggingen
141 NATHAN DAMPF (11 Apr 1851 - 26 Nov 1854)
son of Samuel + Madele Dampf

142 ISAK WAITZFELDER (called Sekel) (21 Dec 1841 - 13 Aug 1847)
son of shoemaker Bernhard Waitzfelder + wife Telz nee Steinhardt

143 LOUIS ASCHER (born Ascher Zwi) (14 Dec 1870 - 23 Sep 1875)
died in Noerdlingen, son of Isidor + Ernestine Ascher in Noerdlingen

144 MAX HOECHSTAEDTER (1874 - 1875 Noerdlingen)
son of Meier + Pauline Hoechstaedter in Noerdlingen

145 KLARA TAG (8 Oct 1856 - 8 Feb 1859)
dughter of Laemle Hirsch + Reichele Tag

146 PEPRO NEUMANN (17 May 1850 - 14 Apr 1856)
dughter of Samuel + Cilli Neumann

147 Sigmund Ascher (born Seligmann Loew) (21 Oct 1872 - 18 Sep 1875)
died in Noerdlingen, son of Isidor + Ernestine Ascher in Noerdlingen

148 SERLE SONN (8 Jul 1862 - 28 Mar 1863)
dughter of hazzan Nathan Sonn + wife Sara nee Sternberger in Moenchsdeggingen

149 HANNA KUTZ (16 Feb 1866 - 21 Mar 1866)
dughter of Hirsch Sandel + Berta Kutz

150 ESTHER MURR (25 Nov 1842 - 23 Sep 1843)  gravestone uncertain
daughter of Alexander + Jette Murr

**FAMILY NAME INDEX**

ASCHER Kaula 139  child of Isidor + Ernestine Ascher in Noerdlingen
ASCHER Louis 143  child of Isidor + Ernestine Ascher in Noerdlingen
ASCHER Sigmund 147  child of Isidor + Ernestine Ascher in Noerdlingen

BRADER Caroline 112  (nee Gutmann)  first wife of teacher Bernhard Brader

DAMPF Margum 009  wife of Meier Levi Dampf, mother of Samuel Dampf  (grave 077)
DAMPF Nathan 141  child of Samuel Dampf  (grave 077) + wife Madele
DAMPF Samuel 077  husband of Madele nee Hauser
DAMPF Sprinzle 065  first wife of Elias Dampf

DEGGINGER Jitel 014  unmarried daughter of Isaak
DEGGINGER Zipora 060  daughter of Jakob Hirsch Degginger (= Hauser)

DRACH Breindel 123  (called Wassermann)  mother of Isak Wassermann (see grave 041)

ENGELMEIER Abraham Joseph 048  husband of Bela  (grave 001)
ENGELMEIER Bela 001  wife of Abraham Joseph Engelmeier  (grave 048)

GOEGGEL Abraham Noa 046  husband of Bluemle  (grave 018)
GOEGGEL Adelheid 122  (nee Schoenwalder)  first wife of Aron Goeggel
GOEGGEL Bundel 111 (nee Tag)  wife of Samuel Loeb Goeggel
GOEGGEL Bluemle 018  (nee Luchs)  second wife of Abraham Noa Goeggel  (grave 046)
GOEGGEL Gidel 022  (nee Rothschild)  first wife of Salomon Goeggel
GOEGGEL Pinchas 042 son of Abraham Noa + Bluemle Goeggel (graves 046 + 018)
GOEGGEL Rikele 109 daughter of Samuel Loeb + Bundel Goeggel
GOEGGEL Sara 072 (nee Rothschild) second wife of Salomon Goeggel

GRAS Jitel 110 wife of Nathan Loeb Gras (grave 038)
GRAS Nathan Loeb 038 husband of second wife Jitel (grave 110)

HAUSER Fanni 062 wife of Isaac Hauser (grave 051)
HAUSER Issak 051 husband of Fanni nee Hoechstaedter (grave 062)
HAUSER Mariam 004 wife of Jacob Hirsch Hauser

HEUMANN Kela 015 second wife of Salomon Nathan Heumann (grave 026)
HEUMANN Salomon Nathan 026 husband of second wife Kela (grave 015)
HEUMANN Simon Hirsch 087 son of Salomon Nathan Heumann (grave 026) + first wife Hendel

HOECHSTAEDTER Baruch Levi 054 soapcook, husband of Pessele nee Blumgart
HOECHSTAEDTER Bernhard 086 husband of Lea nee Maier grave 117
HOECHSTAEDTER David 084 husband of second wife Tolz nee Weil (grave 067)
HOECHSTAEDTER Esther 064 wife of Isaac Levi Hoechstaedter (grave 037)
HOECHSTAEDTER Gitel 115 wife of farmer Baruch Hoechstaedter
HOECHSTAEDTER Isaac Levi 037 husband of Esther nee Murr (grave 064)
HOECHSTAEDTER Jakob Baruch 028 husband of Pessele (grave 055)
HOECHSTAEDTER Jakob Hirsch 083 husband of third wife Jitel
HOECHSTAEDTER Jette 020 (nee Noerdlinger) wife of iron dealer Baruch Loeb Hoechstaedter
HOECHSTAEDTER Lea 117 (nee Maier) wife of Bernhard Hoechstaedter grave 086
HOECHSTAEDTER Marx 101 husband of Kindel nee Freundlich
HOECHSTAEDTER Max 144 child of Meier + Pauline Hoechstaedter in Noerdlingen
HOECHSTAEDTER Nathan 053 husband of (1) Sara nee Hoechstaedter + (2) Mariam nee Gunzenhaeuser
HOECHSTAEDTER Pessele 055 wife of Jacob Baruch Hoechstaedter (grave 028)
HOECHSTAEDTER Pessele 056 daughter of Nathan Hoechstaedter (grave 053) + wife Mariam
HOECHSTAEDTER Simon 089 unmarried son of Moritz + Karoline Hoechstaedter
HOECHSTAEDTER Simon 098 unmarried son of Bernhard + Fanni Hoechstaedter
HOECHSTAEDTER Tolz 067 second wife of David Hoechstaedter (grave 084)

HOLZMANN Bela 113 (nee Ichenhauer) second wife of Jakob Israel Holzmann (grave 040)
HOLZMANN Israel 134 child of Joseph + Rikel Holzmann
HOLZMANN Jakob Israel 040 husband of (1) Telz + (2) Bele nee Ichenhauer (grave 113)
HOLZMANN Joseph 130 husband of Rikel nee Waitzfelder
HOLZMANN Samuel 035 husband of Voegel nee Waitzfelder
HOLZMANN Samuel 136 child of Joseph + Rikel Holzmann
HOLZMANN Telz 019 unmarried daughter of Joseph + Rikel Holzmann

KRISCHER Rikel (nee Heumann) 002 wife of Samuel Krischer in Huerben (her father = grave 026)

KRONHEIMER Salomon 097 husband of Schoenle nee Oberdorfer (grave 057)
KRONHEIMER Schoenle (nee Oberdorfer) 057 wife of Salomon Kronheimer (grave 097)
KRONHEIMER Seligmann 029 husband of Malka, father of Salomon Kronheimer

KUTZ Alexander Sandel 032 husband of Hanna nee Weiler (grave 023)
KUTZ Bela 125 (nee Epstein) wife of Marx Kutz senior (grave 099)
KUTZ David 081 husband of Rifka nee Bronner (grave 074)
KUTZ Fanni 069 first wife of Hirsch Kutz
KUTZ Gitele Chaie 120 wife of Nehm Kutz (grave 100)
KUTZ Hanna 023 (nee Weiler) wife of Alexander Sandel Kutz (grave 032)
KUTZ Hanna 149 child of Hirsch Sandel + Bertha Kutz
KUTZ Juetel 008 wife of Alexander Marx Kutz
KUTZ Karoline 120 wife of Nehm Kutz (grave 100)
KUTZ Madele 016 wife of Maier Marx Kutz (grave 047)
KUTZ Mathilde 108 daughter of Marx Kutz junior + wife Mina
KUTZ Maier Marx 047 husband of Madele (grave 016)
KUTZ Marx senior - called Gumper 099 husband of Bela nee Epstein (grave 125)
KUTZ Moses 135 child of Marx Kutz junior + wife Mina
KUTZ Nehm (= Menachem) 100 husband of Karoline (grave 120)
KUTZ Rifka 074 (nee Bronner) wife of David Kutz (grave 081)
KUTZ Bela 003 unmarried daughter of Moses Alexander + Sara Kutz

MURR Esther 150 child of Alexander Lazarus + Jette Murr
MURR Jitel 012 wife of Gabriel Murr
MURR Jonas 138 either child of Alexander + Jette Murr or Lehmann + Fanny Murr?
MURR Rike 058 wife of Lazarus Murr

NEU Alexander Samuel 034 husband of Gitel nee Hoechstaedter (grave 075)
NEU Gitel 075 (nee Hoechstaedter) wife of Alexander Samuel Neu (grave 034)

NEUBURGER Abraham 045 unmarried son of Moses Neuburger (grave 128) + wife Lea
NEUBURGER Baruch 044 husband of Feile nee Hoechstaedter (grave 066)
NEUBURGER David 052 husband of Klara (grave 073)
NEUBURGER Elka 021 unmarried daughter of Meier Neuburger
NEUBURGER Feile 066 (nee Hoechstaedter) wife of Baruch Neuburger (grave 044)
NEUBURGER Fromet Chaje 011 wife of Isaak Moses Neuburger (grave 036)
NEUBURGER Gitel 066 (nee Hoechstaedter) wife of Moses Meyer Neuburger
NEUBURGER Isaak Moses 036 husband of Fromet Haia (grave 011)
NEUBURGER Jacob Hirsch 094 husband of (1) Tolz + (2) Jette (graves 017 + 124)
NEUBURGER Jette 124 (nee Kapfer) second wife of Jacob Hirsch Neuburger (grave 094)
NEUBURGER Klara 073 wife of David Neuburger (grave 052)
NEUBURGER Meier Moses 030 husband of Jendel
NEUBURGER Moses 128 husband of Lea
NEUBURGER Tolz 017 first wife of Jakob Hirsch Neuburger (grave 094)

NEUMANN Peppi 146 child of Samuel + Cilli Neumann

OBERDORFER Elias Hirsch 093 husband of Gules nee Hoechstaedter (grave 107)
OBERDORFER Gules 107 wife of Elias Hirsch Oberdorfer (grave 093)
OBERDORFER Jacob Baer 092 husband of Besele nee Oberdorfer (died in Oberdorf)
OBERDORFER Jitel 131 wife of Salomon Hirsch Marx Oberdorfer in Hainsfarth
OBERDORFER Joseph 137 child of David + Sophie Oberdorfer in Noerdlingen

RIES Abraham 102 son of Isak Ries

ROGGER Moses 091 husband of Guetel nee Steinharter
ROGGER Seligmann 025 husband of Bluemle

ROSENBAUM Seligmann 096 husband of Kehle nee Steinharter

ROSENFELDER Fanni 119 (nee Gutmann) wife of Moses Rosenfelder in Noerdlingen

SCHMAL Hanna 010 wife ? of Sender Schmal (grave 039) + mother ? of Loeb Schmal (grave 080)
SCHMAL Loeb 080 unmarried servant, son ? of Sender + Hanna Schmal (graves 039 + 010)
SCHMAL Alexander 039 husband ? of Hanna Schmal (grave 010)

SCHWEISSHEIMER Moses Menachem 105 son of Elias + Karoline Schweissheimer

SONTHEIMER Jakob 027 unmarried son of Isak Marx + Baier Sontheimer

SONN Abraham 140 child of Nathan + Sara Sonn
SONN Moses 129 father of hazzan Nathan Sonn
SONN Serle 148 child of Nathan + Sara Sonn

STEINHARTER Abraham 088 he was not married
STEHNARTER  Baruch David 049 husband of Hanna (grave 013)
STEHNARTER  Bela 059 wife of David Joseph Steinharter (grave 043)
STEHNARTER  David Joseph 043 husband of Bela (grave 059)
STEHNARTER  Hanna 013 wife of Baruch David Steinharter (grave 049)
STEHNARTER  Juette 007 daughter of Mendel David + Sorle Steinharter (graves 050 + 024)
STEHNARTER  Mendel David 050 husband of Sorle (grave 024)
STEHNARTER  Sorle 024 wife of Mendel David Steinharter (grave 050)

STERNBERGER  Hirz 082 hazzan of Moenchsdieggingen

STIEFEL  Baruch 104 husband of Treinle nee Feldmaier (grave 118)
STIEFEL  Treinle 118 (nee Feldmaier) wife of Baruch Stiefel (grave 104)

TAG  Klara 145 child of Laemle Hirsch + Reichele Tag
TAG  Gules 116 daughter of Samuel David Tag (grave 031) + wife Rigel
TAG  Laemle Hirsch 078 husband of Reichele nee Neumann (grave 063)
TAG  Reichele 063 wife of Laemle Hirsch Tag (grave 078)
TAG  Salomon Loeb 095 son of Samuel David Tag (grave 031) + wife Rigel
TAG  Samuel David 031 husband of Rigel

THANNHAUSER  Baruch Loeb 085 husband of Hanna nee Kutz (grave 076)
THANNHAUSER  Bernhard 127 son of Samson Jacob Thannhauser + wife Feil (grave 005)
THANNHAUSER  Feil 005 wife of Samson Thannhauser
THANNHAUSER  Hanna 076 (nee Kutz) wife of Baruch Loeb Thannhauser (grave 085)

WAITZFELDER  Bernhard 103 husband of Telz nee Steinharter
WAITZFELDER  Isaak 126 husband of Roesle nee Ellinger (grave 106)
WAITZFELDER  Jitel 132 daughter of Hoenle Salomon + Voegele Waitzfelder
WAITZFELDER  Mael 070 daughter of Laemle Salomon Waitzfelder
WAITZFELDER  Malke 121 (nee Steinhafter) wife of Salomon Isaak Waitzfelder (grave 090)
WAITZFELDER  Rosalie 106 wife of Isaak Waitzfelder (grave 126)
WAITZFELDER  Salomon Isaak 090 husband of Malkele nee Steinhafter (grave 121)
WAITZFELDER  Salomon Loew 033 husband of Hinle
WAITZFELDER  Schenle 068 (nee Buttenwieser) wife of Isac Hoenle Waitzfelder

WASSERMANN  Bela 041 first wife of Isaak Wassermann (see also grave 123)

WEILHEIMER  Bela 071 (nee Bachmann) wife of Samson Hirsch Weilheimer (grave 079)
WEILHEIMER  Jette 061 daughter of Salomon Loew + Gietel Weilheimer
WEILHEIMER  Samson Hirsch 079 husband of Bela (grave 071)

WEINMANN  Isaak 133 merchant in Noerdlingen
WEINMANN  Julie 114 daughter of Meier + Schoenle Weinmann in Treuchtlingen